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“Julia…” Kane was deeply moved after listening to Juliana’s words. Although she had shown a state of 

forgiveness to him these past few days, she had never made such a straightforward expression in 

language. Kane felt that his previous adventure was really worth it. 

 

Juliana realized that she inadvertently blurt out. Her face flushed for a while and she looked shy. Kane 

looked down at her, and the love spread freely between the two. 

 

When Kayla and Sophie walked downstairs, they saw the two in love. 

 

“Kayla, what do you think of Kane?” Not wanting to disturb the two people, Sophie pulled Kayla upstairs 

again and asked her at a corner. 

 

“Although Kane has done a lot of wrong things for Poppy, his nature is not bad. Putting those aside, he is 

an upright, polite, and a modest gentleman.” Kayla answered conservatively, but she could hear that she 

had a very good impression of Kane. 

 

“It’s true Julia was bewitched by Poppy, and so was Kane. Both of them are essentially good kids,” 

Sophie said with a smile. 

 

“But it hurt Arthur and Miss Webb,” Kayla said so and still felt guilty, remembering what her daughter 

had done, “If they hadn’t been used, Arthur and Miss Webb wouldn’t be what they are today.” 

 

“It’s okay. Their relationship is meant to last for a long time. If they can’t meet even a little bit of ups and 

downs, they won’t realize how deep their feelings for each other are. When they do, they know how to 

cherish them more.” Every obstacle had its reason and the meaning of its existence. 

 

“Sophie, thank you for being so generous.” Kayla said gratefully. Sophie didn’t blame her for arguing 

with her before. 



 

“Don’t talk about this between friends.” Sophie smiled and Kayla couldn’t help but relax. 

 

In the living room, Kane and Juliana had finished talking. The two went upstairs to see the baby and saw 

Sophie and Kayla standing at the corner. Juliana said angrily, 

 

“Why are you standing here?” 

 

Did they see her and Kane just now? 

 

“We didn’t want to disturb you and Kane.” Sophie deliberately said so to tease Juliana. Seeing her shy 

and annoyed expression, her smile grew even stronger. 

 

“Sophie…” Juliana shyly walked to Kayla’s side and took her arm, lowering her head. 

 

Kayla couldn’t help laughing, and felt a lot of emotion in her heart. Compared with the days when she 

pretended to be beside Arthur, her daughter’s expression at this time was what she should show when 

standing beside the one she truly loved. 

 

Thinking of this, she became more friendly to Kane, and her words had a loving meaning, “Kane, Arthur 

and Miss Webb are coming over for dinner tonight, so you should stay too.” 

 

Kane heard the words and looked at Kayla with wide eyes, “I, can I?” 

 

Looking at Kane’s surprised look, Kayla smiled even more, and Sophie on the side echoed, “Let’s stay 

together.” 

 

Kane watched them nodding excitedly, and Juliana laughed at the flattered look. 



 

It was 3 o’clock in the afternoon, and Lucia was still busy working in the office. But someone didn’t let 

her continue, and this person was still her immediate boss. 

 

“Eduard, is it really good to be the CEO to interfere with the work of subordinates?” For the third time, 

Eduard, who was sitting directly by his table, took away the documents she was consulting, and Lucia 

finally raised her head and asked him, being dumbfounded. 

 

“Let’s talk.” Eduard raised his eyebrows exaggeratedly. 

 

“What are we going to talk…” Lucia said helplessly, but she gave up and continued to retrieve the data. 

 

“Talking about Arthur. After Juliana and Kane confessed, did he really wake up?” Eduard stared at Lucia 

and was curious. 

 

“Didn’t I tell you already…” Lucia’s sense of helplessness became heavier and heavier. 

 

“I still want to hear it to work off my anger!” Eduard slid down from the desk and said with great 

interest. 

 

“Does it called storytelling?” Lucia taunted him with a smile. 

 

“A release from such a long period of grievance sounds much more exciting than storytelling!” Eduard 

walked over to Lucia and pulled her up from the chair, and said excitedly, 

 

“Tell me about Kane and Juliana’s confession again!” 

 

“Too lazy to tell.” Lucia was helplessly pulled by Eduard to the sofa and sat down, and replied sternly. 



 

“Then tell me when are you going to find your aunt? Has the Poppy thing been resolved yet?” Eduard 

asked Lucia instead, seeing that she didn’t want to say any more. 

 

“Arthur called just now to say that Kane has succeeded. And Poppy seems to be showing signs of 

remorse, but it depends on how she behaves in the future. As for when to go to my aunt, I’m not very 

clear now.” Knowing that if she didn’t explain, Eduard will keep on pestering, so Lucia simply confessed. 

 

“What the hell was your aunt thinking about getting you engaged to Spencer? Spencer is a ruffian, a 

rogue, and a beast!” Eduard did not hide his dissatisfaction with Spencer. 

 

“He’s not as bad as you says, right?” Lucia just said politely, mainly to taunt Eduard. 

 

“It’s even worse!” Eduard rolled his eyes and said, “People in business are inherently cunning. And I 

can’t say how kind I am, but there are very few people like Spencer. On the surface, he is dignified, 

smiling as if he is the deity, but there is always a knife in his hand hidden behind his back. Lucia, you 

must not marry such a person!” 

 

Lucia nodded. Eduard’s description of Spencer was spot on, and his righteous indignation was 

understandable, but… 

 

“Next time I see him, don’t conflict with him, okay?” 

 

“Why?” Eduard asked with a raised eyebrow. 

 

“Spencer is evil. It would be fine if you have nothing to do with him, because I’m afraid he will trouble 

you.” Lucia didn’t want Eduard to be implicated by her. 

 

“Am I afraid of him?!” Eduard retorted. 



 

“I know you’re not afraid of him, but you can’t prepare for others to plot against you behind your back. 

It’s better to have less than one thing. Arthur and I will handle Spencer’s affairs. Just keep a low profile.” 

Lucia explained. 

 

“But I don’t want to keep a low profile. Spencer not only covets Davonnis Corp, but also covets you for a 

long time. Why should I keep a low profile in front of such a person?” Eduard said reluctantly. 

 

“Eduard…” Lucia looked helpless, watching Eduard calling out his name seriously. Did he not understand 

what she was worried about? 

 

Of course Eduard knew what Lucia was thinking, but as her friend, he wouldn’t be a coward, so he 

laughed, 

 

“I have a sense of propriety.” 

 

 


